Effective Monday, December 15 2010, at approximately 1500 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) will end production and distribution of the hourly01 (CRNH01) data product. The CRNH01 product is being discontinued because a successor product has been in place for more than one year that provides richer data and completely replaces the CRNH01 product.

The successor to CRNH01 is the hourly02 (CRNH02) product which contains the same variables as CRNH01, plus many additional fields. Users can find technical documentation about the hourly01 and hourly02 formats online in the readme files at:


If you have questions or feedback, please contact:

Scott Embler
National Climatic Data Center
Asheville, NC
828-350-2027
scott.embler@noaa.gov
National Technical Implementation Notices are online at:

https://www.weather.gov/notification/archive
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